
Decisions to Make Before Hiring a Web Design or Creating a Website 

Creating a well-designed website requires effort and thought. To setup a functional and aesthetically 

pleasing website, certain decisions must be made and certain questions answered. This is a guide to 

help your decision-making process as you consider designing that website or hiring the services of a 

web designer to do the job for you. Here are nine (9) important tips that can help your web design 

project a successful one. 

 

1. Decide your Website’s Purpose 

The first choice you must make is to decide what the prospective website would be used for. There 

are different websites for different purposes. You must decide the purpose of your website, which 

would most likely fall under any of these broad theme; commercial, informational or branding.  

 

Commercial website 

If your purpose for setting a website is to sell multiple items or commodities, you would need an e-

commerce website to help display your products and allow your customers buy the products right 

on the web. Similarly, if your aim is to tell stories to lead your clients into buying a specific item, then 

commercial themed website is for you. 

 

Informational Website 

This type of website is for people who desire to share information. Should the purpose of your 

website be to give your audience information about multiple or specific topics, you would need a 

website that allows them read and sign up to the mailing list. Bloggers who want to post articles, 

blogs and have a following can also opt for this. 

 

Branding website 

A branding website is ideal for people who want to show people their work to make their clients hire 

them for the services they render or to show people their work and create a buzz around what they 

do. 

 

2. Choose a Domain Name 

Your domain name is your online identity – it is a unique identity to claim your space on the 

worldwide web. Your domain name can be utilized as the name of your website and email for your 

brand. It necessary to choose a domain name that is simple, memorable and hints your audience on 

what your website is about. After selecting a name, endeavor to search on the net and check if that 

domain is still available. In the absence of such domain name, you might have to buy the name or go 

for a new name. You will have to register your domain name on with a domain registrar or a host. 

 

However, a search and the registration of a domain should not hinder the web design process. You 

can go on to make other decisions as regards the website because you can link the domain name to 

the website later on. 

 

3. What Do Your Customer’s Need? / Know Your Target Audience 

A great factor to consider as you design your new website is what your customers’ need and 

understand their purchasing behaviors. The best way to do this is to conduct a Customer Profile 

Exercise. This exercise would enable you know your ideal customers, what appeals to your audience, 

what influences their how the shop for product and service. This information would assist you to 

design your website to meet the needs of your target audience. At this point, you must leverage on 

your unique content, photography and graphics to lure in your key customers. As you continue with 

your design process, keep in mind that your website must be appealing and interesting to the 

audience. 
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4. Customer Journey / What pages you need 

It is necessary to decide how the navigation on your website would be, how can people navigate 

from the homepage to other pages to carry out your call to action. Similarly, what pages will you 

provide on the website to give clients the information they need to make a decision. Relevant pages 

to include on the website include; 

i. About you: This is an important page meant to intimate your audience with who you are. 

ii. About your services and processes: This page should let visitors know what you do and the 

nature of the services you provide. 

iii. How to contact you: Your email, contact address and phone numbers are important for 

inquires, purchases and feedback. 

iv. Show your work/products: You should also have a dedicated page to display your products 

and services to your audience to enable them see what you do.  

v. Show what people say about you: Testimonials and reviews are important to make clients 

and customers see the assessment of your work – this helps to build trust too. 

 

5. Gather Inspiration for Your Website 

At this stage you should be able to paint in your head what your prospective website should look 

like. Either through self-inspiration or using other websites as a template, you should visualize and 

illustrate the design. Here are a few places to look for inspiration: Pinterest, creative markets and 

platforms, your competitors’’ websites, and other brands you like and aspire to be. However, there 

are some valid points to consider as you check out these sources for inspiration. They are: 

i. What do they do that you like or don't like, why? 

ii. What platform did they use? 

iii. Is it something your customers would like? 

iv. Is there a cool feature you would like to try? 

 

When these questions have been answered, you can use all that you have learnt to start designing a 

template for your own website. As you design, keep it simple and easy as you do not want to 

redesign it within a short period. 

 

6. Decide on a Platform and What You Want on Your Website 

The next decision required of you is to choose the best media to share information to clients on your 

website. You must decide if videos, pictures, texts or icons are the best media to express what you 

do on your website. Depending on purpose and use of the site, a combination of two or more might 

be needed. The next step is to decide the platforms that are suitable to create and edit any form of 

media that you choose. Find the various platforms that seem suitable, weigh the pros and cons of 

each host and chose the option that who be beneficial to you. 

 

7. Photography 

It is interesting to note that the modern world consists of people who have great visual awareness. 

Pictures, graphics and icons are very important to draw the attention of your audience. It is 

necessary to use images to tell your story well.  

 

Hire the Services of a Photographer 

You can get photos by hiring a photographer to create images for you. If you seek unique photos for 

your website, pay a professional photographer to shoot your products so you can put on the 

website. 

 

Use Stock Images 

Another viable option is to acquire stock images which could be free or paid. There are many only 

platforms that you can get these images from. 



 

Make sure that you use pictures that align with your purpose and clientele. Endeavor that your 

images are relevant to your content; they should complement and not conflict each other. 

 

8. Content 

As you develop content for your web pages, make sure that such content resonates well to your key 

clients and customers. Keep the content simple and informative to clear doubts and answer the 

questions they might have. Keep your content free from industry jargon – terminologies that 

complicate things for your customers. If you must use such words, make sure you explain it in 

layman’s language. Your clients should not have any question when they read - illustrate and 

communicate your points well.  If there is anything they failed to grasp, explain to make them 

understand. 

 

9. Bonus Tip: Do Not Use Your Personal Email and Phone Number 

A vital tip you should consider is not to use your personal email address and phone number for the 

contact information on your website. Your personal details on your website would spread across the 

web due to the public access it has. This could rob of your privacy and convenience.  

 

Acquire a different phone number for your business 

You can get a new telephone number different from your personal number. There are options like 

the GoDaddy Smartline, which enables you add a new business phone number to your personal 

phone. Another option is to use Voice by Google. 

 

Use a different email address too 

As earlier stated, you can use your registered domain name as a contact email address for your 

website. This is safer and adds a professional feel to your brand. Google and other emailing services 

can also be used to create a different email address for your website.  

 

Designing a topnotch website is possible. By following the above tips, you are on your way to 

creating a functional and beautiful website for your products and services. 


